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The Martian Proposition

Chapter 1

“Ladies and gentlemen, good morning. This room has been secured. What we discuss 

here, must be kept absolutely secret.” He paused to allow the murmuring to subside. “There 

are to be no conversations with secretaries, spouses, lovers, or even among yourselves 

concerning this project. If anyone feels that they cannot abide by this requirement, I request 

you to now so state.”

He watched them turning their heads as they cast questioning glances at each other. 

They were bewildered. He had just the effect he wanted.

When they were all staring at him expectantly, he said softly, “We are going to Mars.” 

Before they could react, he bellowed, “WE ARE GOING TO MARS!”

A shocked silence prevailed for a few moments. Then, a babble of quiet voices began to 

grow. He raised his hand and cleared his throat. The room was suddenly silent.

“You are all executives and command a group of special importance to this mission. Your 

individual assignments will be given to you at the close of this meeting. The tasks you 

perform, and any later questions you may have, will be sent directly to me. This is the largest, 

costliest, and most significant project we have ever undertaken. I know I can count on each of 

you. There will be promotion and glory for all involved in this mission. It can be and will be 

accomplished.”

He paused and took a sip of water as he looked at each face in the quiet room.

“In the near future, we will see live television from Mars, and it will be under the logo of 

the International Broadcasting Company.”

The room erupted. Cheering, shouting, and laughing, they applauded the man who 

stood before them, Carter J. Remington, president and chairman of the board of The 

International Broadcasting Corporation.

The Chairman raised both arms over his head, waved them around wildly, and cheered 

with the group. Then, his arms stopped. He stretched them out in front of his body with his 

palms down. He lowered his arms slowly, and the room became silent.
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“It is very pleasing that you are as enthusiastic as I am about this project. Some of you, I 

suspect, are asking yourselves how we are going to do this. Well, we are going to buy some 

rockets and send them on a three year journey to Mars. That’s a round trip, I must add.”

There was polite laughter, and he smiled his appreciation.

“There will be a crew on board, but it will not land on the Martian surface. Cameras are 

to be mounted on remote controlled rovers so there is not a requirement for personnel on the 

ground. The mission is not only less dangerous to personnel this way, it is less complicated. If 

possible, we will return with samples from the Martian surface. That is a thing NASA has been 

unable to do. Now, before the questions, I will introduce David Trask. David is our new vice-

president of science projects and reports directly to myself. He will give you a more detailed 

background.”

A tall man of about thirty-five stood up beside the Chairman as he was introduced.

“David, by the way, is the person who originated the Martian Proposition,” the Chairman 

added. “He is to control and coordinate all phases and assignments of this project.”

David Trask coughed nervously and began. “Mr. Chairman, and fellow members of IBC. 

The mission to Mars is necessary. It is also necessary that it be done by the International 

Broadcasting Company. Our nation, presently, lacks the resources and resolve to do the job. 

If NASA were to do this project, they would require two hundred billion dollars or more. They, 

of course, would have to land men on the Martian surface. NASA could not justify the cost 

otherwise. They would also have to perform many scientific tests and experiments to gain the 

support of the ‘experts’ for the mission. They could expect no financial return. Our nation has 

many real and current problems: the budget, the debt, the wars, the poor, the homeless, 

education, drugs. You could add to the list many other necessary tasks. At this time, there is 

just not enough money.”

As David got into his subject, his manner became confident. He continued. “We can do 

this job for much less, and we can expect a large financial return. The cost estimates are not 

complete, but the total will come in under five billion dollars.”

There were low whistles and exclamations.

David laughed. “Yes, that is a hell of a lot of money. There are some tricks and angles 

we can do to get our share to between one and two billion. I don’t have that much in my 
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checking account, but our Chairman is not disturbed by the amount.”

He turned to Carter Remington, who nodded and smiled briefly.

“And now to Mars--first, I would like to give you a little history. After the early Mariner 

probes to Mars, the interest of our nation in the red planet had begun to wane. The ‘experts’ 

had said Mars was as dead as the moon. There never had been any water. There was no 

evidence of volcanic activity. Mars was dead, dead, dead. Then came Mariner 9 and new 

evidence. Mariner 9 was an orbital mission, where the earlier flights had been only flybys. The 

largest volcano in the solar system, Olympus Mons, was photographed as well as a great rift 

valley, the Valles Marineris, that dwarfs the Grand Canyon. Numerous other volcanoes were 

observed and what looked for all the world like dry water courses. The next mission was 

Viking. When the Viking orbital and lander probes reached Mars, our national attention was 

again high. Photographs from the surface of Mars showed a rocky terrain with lots of dust. 

Soil was scooped up by the lander and tested for evidence of life. The tests were 

inconclusive. Thousands of photographs were taken by the Viking orbiters with a resolution of 

close to 100 feet. In the area of Cydonia, one interesting object was found that looked very 

much like a human face. It was said to be a trick of lighting by the mission experts. At the end 

of the Viking mission, the public’s concern about Mars went into another decline. A few 

independent investigators, attracted by the face, began their own studies. They discovered a 

second photograph containing the face. That photograph was taken at a different sun angle 

and proved that the face was not just a trick of lighting. Certain photographs, including those 

containing the face, were improved by computer enhancement. Other unexpected features 

appeared. Not only was the face clearer--pyramids and other structures were thought to be 

seen. The resolution on the enhanced photos was not sufficient that anyone could be certain, 

though they are intriguing to the mind. Other more recent missions, those that have returned 

data, have not proved or disproved these results.”

David thought his audience was getting involved. He knew their support would be vital 

for the project.

“I will keep this history refresher as brief as possible,” he said. “Many of you have 

covered the events in your television programming. The United States has a long-term 

planned approach to Mars, but the chances for funding are far in the future. The Russians, 
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also, have always had an objective in Mars. They have been planning to send cosmonauts 

there from the beginning of their space program. In some areas, they are ahead of the United 

States, but the Russian luck has not been good. Two probes have missed Mars completely, 

and two others have crashed on the Martian surface. The two probes that were to the Martian 

moon, Phobos. One failed on the way, and the other failed shortly after it arrived at Mars. 

Despite their problems, the Russians, though they haven’t announced it, have a step by step 

plan, They plan to be on Mars in a few short years.

David straightened his six foot four inch frame as he said, “We are going to beat the 

Russians to Mars.”

His personality had become compelling. His audience leaned toward him. David Trask 

had grown before their eyes.

“We are going to involve the American people. As never before, they will be a part of this 

space program. They will watch as their own names are placed on the Martian surface in a 

time capsule. The name of every person who takes part will be there--including yours and 

mine. We will also be there, by live television, as the whole surface of Mars is explored for the 

first time. Not just the short tracks of lander vehicles but a television survey of the whole 

surface. There may be pyramids and strange ancient cities to investigate...if not, we will see 

all the other natural wonders of Mars.”

David took a deep breath. “Live from Mars, brought to you by the International 

Broadcasting Corporation.”

The Chairman began to applaud, and everyone in the room joined in with enthusiasm. 

They whistled and yelled, and the Chairman was surprised by the aroused reaction of his 

executives.

“These hard-nosed professionals are acting like a bunch of kids,” he thought. “Well, 

damned if I’m not just as excited as they are. Mysterious Mars, the planet of questions and 

dreams, has been in our minds since we were children.”

David Trask began to speak and interrupted the Chairman’s reverie. I believe it is now 

time for questions.”

The news department got in first, as usual.

“Ben Cline, IBC News,” announced a small tough-looking man with an aggressive 
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nature. “Mr. Trask, what are the chances that there really is something alien on Mars?”

“About fifty-fifty in my mind, but you can get estimates from zero to ninety-nine, 

depending on who you ask. There are photographs in all the information packets, and it would 

be best if each of you made your own guesses. The presence of structures on Mars is not 

essential to the project, but it would sure be nice if they were there. By the way, if there are 

real constructions on Mars, they will not have been built by an indigenous population.”

“Just a damn minute, Mr. Trask!” Cline shouted. “What kind of bull are you trying to feed 

me? Martian buildings not built by Martians. What the hell...”

“Ben, this is not a White House news conference,” interrupted the Chairman. “We are all 

on the same team and we will be friendly.”
“Sorry sir. I apologize, Mr. Trask. Sometimes, I get a little aggressive.”

There was general laughter at that remark.
“Oh yes, a little aggressive,” someone said.

“To answer your last question, Mr. Cline,” David said. “It is believed, by the scientific 

community, that there has never been an environmentally favorable period of sufficient 

duration for sentient life forms to develop on Mars. For that reason, if the structures on Mars 

are real, they were probably built by beings from outside our solar system.”

“If any of this is true, it’s going to be the biggest news story ever,” stammered Cline, 

almost too excited to speak. “The guy who announces that is going to be remembered 

forever!”

“Yes,” thought the Chairman. “I will be.”

“Mr. Trask, let me introduce myself. Polly Goodman, facilities and capital investments. 

What kind of rockets are we going to use, and how are we going to get them? I would also 

like to know; are you a professor or something?”

“No, I am not a professor,” David laughed. “Until a few days ago, I was a minor executive 

in one of IBC’s small western offices. The rockets we will use have not been specifically 

chosen. We will use existing hardware wherever possible. One will have to be similar to the 

Saturn system. The Saturn was used on the Apollo moon landing program and may have to 

be resurrected. The some thing like the space shuttle system will definitely be used.”

David paused. “Is it Miss or Mrs. Goodman?” he asked the attractive middle aged 
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woman.

“It’s Polly, Mr. Trask,” she replied.

“Thank you, Polly, and I am David or Dave. I would like for the remainder of this meeting 

to be on a first name basis. I am poor at remembering names, and it would be a big help.”

There were sounds of general agreement.

“Thank you all,” he said. “Now, strange as it may seem, the actual hardware for the 

mission is not going to be the major problem. Obtaining it will be difficult, because we will be 

stepping on other peoples turf. The greatest problem is logistics. It is going to take tons of 

food, water, and oxygen for each person we send.”

“One of them has to be a newsman!” injected Ben Cline. “And by the way, who gets to 

go, and how many?”

“Ben, I believe a news-person should be one of the crew,” David said, “but the ones who 

go will have to wear several hats. Remember, the trip is going to take about three years with a 

fairly high degree of risk. It will not be easy to find just the right person, who is also willing to 

go. As to the number, I Should think no less than four.”

The next question came from the corporation controller, John Williams. He was a feisty 

man: impeccably dressed, white haired, but quick and direct in his manner. He gave his name 

and position and asked, “How do we get these large financial returns, David, and how soon?”

“Ah, the money man,” David said. “I expect that the returns will start shortly after the 

formal announcement of our mission. Several science specials could be aired from the 

information we will have collected by then. There should be a flurry of public interest, and that 

type of program would do better than it usually does. We will have a series of progress 

specials as we move along, culminating in an extravaganza at the Martian arrival. You can 

guess what the advertising rates for that will be.”

“If we find a few alien objects,” John said, “The Super Bowl will be small potatoes. I will 

have to open several new accounts to store all the funds.”

“We have to be careful,” David continued. “We cannot allow ourselves to place any 

emphasis on the possibility of finding artifacts on Mars. What we must do is to involve our 

viewers in the wonders of Mars. There are so many fantastic and strange geological 

anomalies: Olympus Mons--fifteen miles high with a caldera thirty miles across, Valles 
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Marineris--twenty thousand feet deep and three thousand miles long, craters of many different 

characteristics--one with an unusual pyramid shape on its very edge.”

David paused. A far-away look came over his face.  “Mars...surrounded by myths from 

the past.” He spoke strangely; his mind was on Mars. “Named for the God of war...his two 

attendants are small moons...Phobos and Deimos...their names mean fear and terror...circling 

constantly. Why is Mars’ orbit changeable?...from a near circle to an ellipse. Why does the 

orbit wobble? So many questions....”

The Chairman had been listening to the discussion with only one ear. He was 

remembering how it had started.

“Has it only been six days?” It was as he came down stairs. There was half an hour 

before he had to leave for his golf date. Jane was coming in with the mail. He had called to 

her--a very good secretary and easy on the eyes--she ran his home-office with quiet 

efficiency. He asked her if there was anything interesting. Jane held up a large brown 

envelope as she came toward him, her high heals clicking on the marble floor as she crossed 

the wide entry.

“It’s marked personal,” Jane said. “Probably very secret stuff.” She handed it to him and 

laughed, “It’s heavy...a bomb maybe?”

He told her she could open it. She laughed again and told him all possible bombs would, 

in the future, be left on his desk unopened. Jane followed him into the library shuffling the 

other mail.

“Nothing else but bills,” she said.

He sat at the writing desk and opened the large envelope, quickly scanning the first few 

pages. He called to Jane, who was just leaving the large room, and told her to phone his club 

and cancel his golf date, express his regrets, and all that. He turned back to the first page and 

began to read a fantastic proposal.

Carter Remington had just found something he had been looking for. For years, he had 

felt a growing sense of history, and he had no part in it. Power and great wealth were his, and 

had been for most of his life. Remington always enjoyed life as only a man who enjoyed his 
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work can. He had worked in every department at IBC and always under the best people. 

When he had felt himself ready, he had taken over. Owning thirty percent of the stock at the 

time, that had presented no problem.

Carter Remington was the last in the line of a wealthy family. Money, stocks, and estates 

accrued to him almost yearly. Fifty-four years old, though he looked much younger, he had 

reached the point in his life where he wanted to leave his mark. David Trask’s Mars Project, 

that lay before him, could assure his place in history.

Remington picked up the phone and punched the three digits for his office. Jane 

answered promptly. He told her to get David Trask on the line. He hung up and began to 

reread the proposal. “This can really work,” he thought, and his excitement kept building while 

he read.

The phone chimed softly; he grabbed it and heard Jane’s soft voice. “David Trask, sir.”

He told David that he had read his papers and wanted him in New York as soon as 

possible. He was to come directly to the Remington Estate. He was not to inform anyone of 

the reason. a e-mail would reach his office in a few minutes, and no one there would question 

his departure. The e-mail provided an unlimited expense account and for first class 

transportation. A helicopter would meet him at the airport in New York.

Remington chuckled to himself when he hung up the phone. David Trask had probably 

never gotten the red carpet treatment before. He called Jane and dictated the e-mail.

“Wow!” she said. “This must be somebody important.”

“Not yet, Jane, but he’s about to be. He is bringing the future.”

Remington’s attention returned to the meeting when he heard the voice of Abe Brown. 
Abe was overseas manager for IBC and an unquestioned genius. He spoke seven languages 

and had a remarkable number of advanced degrees. The Chairman had always been awed 

by this man. He tended to listen carefully when he talked--which wasn’t often.

“I believe that I know someone that can be of help to us,” Abe said. “I met a doctor a few 

years ago in India. He may have something that will reduce the amount of consumables, that 

our space travelers require, by more than half.”
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“Wonderful!” David replied. “What is the method employed to do this.”

Abe hesitated. “First, I will need to contact this individual. The information he gave me 

was in confidence; also, he may not have continued the research.”

“This is what we need,” David said, “ideas--new ideas that will help our project. I invite all 

of you to contribute. No matter how wild they may seem. Even if they are not in your 

management area, let us hear them. Abe, what you have suggested is close to a miracle.”

The Chairman got to his feet and said, “I thank you all for your participation. Now, you 

are aware of the magnitude of our endeavor. Keep what we have discussed absolutely secret 

until our public announcement. The reason you will give for this meeting will be that we were 

planning an up and coming series of science specials. This will also be your cover story as 

you gather information for the Mars mission. Your assignments and areas of responsibility, 
plus additional background information, are in the packets I give you now.”

He handed out large sealed files with each persons name on them.
“Do not limit yourselves as to your thinking and ideas. We want to hear everything you 

can contribute. David Trask is staying at my home and may be contacted there. We will meet 

next at my home, a week from Saturday. This will appear to be a social gathering and is to 

last through the weekend. Invitations will come by mail. Thank you, in advance, for your 

support.”
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Chapter 2

Carter Remington had been president of IBC for twelve years. He had selected the 

executives and staff with great care. In his evaluation, they were the best in the business. 

During the last several days they had proven that his judgment was correct.

Shortly after he and David Trask had reached his Long Island estate, the day of the first 

meeting, Abe Brown called with astonishing information. The doctor from India had called him 

while he was still trying to remember his full name. The name was Dr. Rama Shafi, and he 

said he had received a message that it was the appropriate time to contact Abe.

“He is a mystic,” Abe said, “but I don’t remember even sending him a mental message. 

The important thing is, he has continued his research. Dr. Rama, as he prefers to be called, 

claims to have perfected his method. If what he told me is correct, the consumption can be 

cut to as low as ten percent. There will be other benefits, which he will discuss when he 

arrives. He will reach New York, on Air India flight six-zero-eight, the day after tomorrow.”

The next day, from noon on, reports by special messenger began to arrive from 

Remington’s staff. There had been a constant stream until the Chairman had notified them 

that the constant deliveries might attract too much attention. After that, there were only two 

deliveries a day.

Jane was snowed under by paperwork. Two additional secretaries were brought in from 

the corporate office to assist her. They typed the reports that were hand written, and they also 

sorted and summarized all documents to make them as readable as practicable.

Remington and Trask were kept very busy as they tried to absorb all the information.

There was a welcome change for the two men when Abe Brown arrived with Dr. Rama 

Shafi. Abe had met the Doctor at the airport and brought him directly to the Chairman’s 

estate. He had not used the corporate helicopter because he had wanted some time to renew 

his acquaintance with the unusual Dr. Rama. The drive had taken about two hours, and the 

men found they had many common topics to discuss. Abe was unable to get Dr. Rama to 

discuss his research, other than to vaguely mention that it concerned Yoga, acupuncture, and 
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computers.

When they reached the entrance of the Remington estate, Abe stopped the car and 

waited while the guard came over.

Dr. Rama pointed to a brass plaque mounted above the massive iron gates. “Cairo, an 

unexpected name to find here. You know the old name for Cairo, do you not, Abraham?”

“Why yes, I believe I do,” Abe answered. “It was El-Kahira, which means...”

“Mars,” said Dr. Rama

The guard recognized Abe, and the gates swung open. The drive was lined with very old 

stately maples. The trees were so large that their limbs met above the road. When the drive 

broke from the trees, the whole house and grounds became visible. The view was a hundred 

acres of manicured deep-green lawn, surrounded by a high wall and woods. The lawn formed 

a square, and in each corner sat a large white pyramid. The square’s center was occupied by 

a structure that resembled the Egyptian temple of Karnak.

“I say!” exclaimed Dr. Rama. “You should have prepared me for this.”

As the car approached the deeply columned front entrance, Dr. Rama uttered his 

appreciation of the spectacular building.

“When was this magnificent structure erected?” he asked.

“Over a hundred years old,” Abe replied. “One of the Chairman’s antecedents was an 

Egyptologist, I believe.”

“Is there no garage?” asked Dr. Rama.

“Yes,” Abe answered. “There is an underground coach house at the rear of the building. 

A formal garden covers it. The house itself has been modernized only to the extent of 

plumbing, electrical, telephones, and such. There are twenty bedrooms and as many other 

rooms as you could think of.”

“Mr. Remington must be a very wealthy man,” Dr. Rama surmised. “There are servants, 

of course, but where do they stay?”

Abe chuckled. “Not everything here meets the eye. You have correctly guessed that the 

servants do not live in the mansion proper. Their quarters--no, apartments is more like what 

they are--are concealed in the woods. Underground tunnels connect everything together. 

There used to be a kind of cable car that ran in the tunnels, but it has been replaced with 
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electric golf carts.”

“The man who constructed this impressive place was in contact with something that I 

cannot define,” Dr. Rama mused. “There is an unexplainable aura, something of mystery, but 

it is peaceful and yet invigorating at the same time. You think that I talk nonsense, do you not, 

Abraham?”

“Not at all, Dr. Rama,” Abe answered. “I have often felt something here, and others have 

expressed similar feelings. Well, here we are.”

Abe stopped the car and a man quickly appeared.

“Good morning, sir,” he said. “I will take the car. Is there any luggage?”

“Thank you, George,” Abe replied. “This is Dr. Rama. He has the only luggage.”

“Pleased to meet you, sir,” George said and then drove off with the car.

They walked up the steps and between the columns of the entrance. Massive brass 

doors opened just as they reached them. Jane Simpson welcomed them. Once inside, she 

led them to Carter Remington’s office. Jane knocked briefly and opened the door.

Remington and Trask were seated on either side of a large table with several stacks of 

folders between them. They both got to their feet, and Abe Brown introduced them to Dr. 

Rama Shafi.

The Chairman came from behind the table and approached Dr. Rama with his hand 

extended. “So very good of you to come, Dr. Rama. I hope you had a pleasant trip.”

The Chairman saw a thin man of about five foot six, dressed in an English cut suit. His 

complexion was dark as coffee and wrinkle free. The skin color and his thick coal black hair 

accented the brilliance of Dr. Rama ‘s smile.

“So good of you to invite me, Mr. Remington.”

The two men shook hands, and Remington felt an iron grip of power--not a hard 

squeeze but very firm. The Chairman, who was in good condition himself, decided he 

wouldn’t want to tangle with this guy.

Dr. Rama said, “My trip was most enjoyable, but the drive to your beautiful estate, with 

my good friend Abraham Brown, was the highlight.”

Trask and Dr. Rama shook hands and expressed their greetings as the Chairman led 

them to a group of chairs that faced French windows. The view overlooked the formal 
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gardens at the rear of the house.

“I believe we will be comfortable here,” Remington said. “I have arranged for 

refreshments which will be served in a few minutes.”

There were murmurs of appreciation from the other men.

Dr. Rama then asked, “How may I be of service to you, gentlemen?”

The Chairman answered. “Dr. Rama, we are involved in a project that could be greatly 

simplified by suspended animation. We, however, do not wish to use the cryogenic method. 

Abe has suggested that you have a vastly improved technique that does not require 

cumbersome equipment and is inherently less dangerous.”

“Quite so,” Dr. Rama said “In fact, there is no risk involved at all in the system that I use. 

The cryogenic method, however, has not yet been perfected.”

The office door opened after a brief knock, and two serving carts were wheeled to where 

the men were sitting. One contained hors d’oeuvres; the other rice, lintels, vegetables, and 

several kinds of curry. There was, also, a selection of beverages.

Jane said, “You can all take a break. The cook out-did herself, and if it isn’t eaten at 

once, I hate to think what she might fix us for the next week or so.”

“Please join us, Jane,” Remington said. “This will give you a little break, and ask if the 

other secretaries would care to join us.”

A pleasant half hour was spent over the refreshments and small talk.

When the room was once again cleared and the four men relaxed in their chairs, Dr. 

Rama praised the Indian food and stated it was, at the very least, the equal of any in New 

Delhi.

“Now,” he said, “I will repay your too generous hospitality by presenting you with the 

complete details of my research.”

A smile brightened Dr. Rama’s face, “My friends, as the story is somewhat lengthy, I trust 

you will bear with me. The history of this project began shortly after I returned to India from 

England, where I had completed my studies to become a medical doctor. After a short time in 

private practice, I was intrigued by the principles of Yoga. The physical control of the body by 

mental process attracted my attention--not so much the spiritual part. I, obviously, had lived 

with Yoga all of my younger life, but I paid it little consequence. The Yogis were merely 
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strange holy men. When I began to acknowledge what they could do, in the light of my newly 

acquired medical training, I decided to investigate. The first thing I discovered was that the 

Yogis were not interested in being investigated. It required more than a year to obtain 

cooperation, and the prime mover was money--a lot of money--not for the Yogis but for a Yoga 

school. There was no progress until--and this is where you enter my story, Mr. Remington. I 

acquired assistance from one of the foundations funded anonymously by you.”

The Chairman appeared slightly embarrassed as they all looked at him.

“I really don’t want this known,” he said.

“Your secrets are safe with us,” Dr. Rama said, smiling broadly. “I assumed that was 

general knowledge. You have been hiding your candles under a basket, Mr. Remington.” Dr. 

Rama chuckled and then continued. “Once the funds were received, the study began. The 

practice of Yoga is characterized by the suppression of bodily activity, including respiration 

and heart rate. Mental activity is also reduced to a trance-like state of serene contemplation. 

For the Yogi, this is a religious experience and usually requires a lifetime to become proficient. 

My subjects, who kindly consented to be studied, were of different levels of Yoga. The poor 

men were monitored by every type of medical device that I could think of. I know the 

procedures disturbed me more than my subjects. They would sit calmly as I connected them 

to cardiographs, electroencephalographs, and other monitors. Then, with wires and cables 

strung over their bodies , they would pass into blissful meditation. When, with time, we 

became friends; the Yogis performed some astounding acts of mental control. One cut himself 

deeply with a scalpel and kept it from bleeding. I asked him how this was accomplished, and 

he told me it only took a small thought. The next day the wound was healed. Another stopped 

his pulse for several minutes, again a small thought. Unfortunately, all the collected data did 

not show how the Yogis were controlling themselves. There were a few hints but nothing 

conclusive.”

Dr. Rama paused, and David Trask asked, “Did you have a particular end in mind when 

you began your investigation?”

“Not really. At first, I only hoped for something of medical value. Later, as the testing 

progressed, I visualized major surgery being performed without anesthetic; the patients fully 

awake and controlling their own bleeding. However, at this point in time I was stalemated. 
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More data was required to understand the Yoga process, and I didn’t know how to obtain it. I 

began to question my colleagues but to little avail. Then my karma changed. At a medical 

conference, a Chinese man approached me with the solution. Mr. C. Chang is one of the 

leading acupuncture practitioners in the world. He heard of my problem from mutual friends 

and suggested the use of acupuncture test points to monitor the Yogis. I requested Mr. Chang 

to collaborate in the study, and he was agreeable--if he could secure his government’s 

permission.”

Dr. Rama stopped and laughed. “I am sorry,” he said, “but I don’t know if you will believe 

the next thing I tell you. Mr. Chang told me to call him Charlie; I never learned his real first 

name, but he is an amateur criminologist and is always quoting Sherlock Holmes or Charlie 

Chan. He is a very funny fellow. Charlie holds no formal degrees but is an expert in many 

fields and is greatly respected in China. He is a valuable associate--but now back to my story. 

The acupuncture measurements produced results that correlated with previous data. Charlie 

and I recorded, what seemed like miles of strip charts, on very sensitive recorders. More than 

one hundred acupuncture points were monitored. We were certain the data revealed all the 

physical and mental secrets of Yoga. Unfortunately, the volume of data was overwhelming. 

The only possible way that analysis could be accomplished was by computer. Unfortunately, 

again, neither Charlie or I had any significant knowledge of computers. This lack necessitated 

a cessation of the investigation for several years. Charlie was summoned by his government, 

at this time, and I returned to school. When I had acquired some expertise with computer 

technology, Mr. Chang was allowed to rejoin me in New Delhi.”

“Dr. Rama received a PhD. D. in computer science,” Abe said. “That is what he means 

by some expertise.”

“Knowledge is of consequence,” replied Dr. Rama “Degrees and awards are, as you say 

it, frosting. Now, let me continue before you become weary of my voice.”

“Not at all,” the Chairman said. “I am certain that all of us find your research of great 

value and interest.”

“Yes,” David Trask agreed. “Absolutely absorbing.”

Dr. Rama ‘s smile expressed his appreciation. “The measurements were all repeated. 

The data had to be recorded in a form that could be digitized and then fed into a computer. 
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Special programming was required for the data processing. Considerable time was expended 

before we, as they say, got the bugs out. The only computers, that had the capacity to 

process all our data, were in the United States. Off we went, Charlie and I, and ended up at a 

government weather forecasting center in Colorado. It took a little persuasion, but we 

obtained the required computer time. Finally, it appeared before us; a three dimensional 

representation, in full color, of the mental and physical Yoga process. At last, we understood.”

Dr. Rama hesitated. “After a brief period of elation, we were confronted with the problem 

of duplicating this process. It was so complex that a super computer was needed full time--

and that was impossible. After only a few minutes of contemplation, Charlie had the solution. 

He indicated that only a small portion of the process needed to be duplicated at any given 

time. He proved to be correct, and it required a small but very special computer. This we 

designed after returning to India. Instruction in Yoga by computer, for mental and physical 

control of one’s self, can now be achieved in a relatively short period of time.”

David Trask interrupted with an excited question, “Dr. Rama, are the food and air 

requirements reduced significantly? This is crucial.”

“Yes, yes,” he answered. “But all in good time. The learning period is between six 

months and a year, depending on the individual. That is too long to have any general medical 

value. The subject is placed under hypnosis during the first few sessions so the mind can be 

focused. A number of acupuncture points are first monitored and then stimulated with bio-

feedback by the computer. Hypnotic suggestion is also employed to achieve the desired 

result. The acupuncture points are then moved to other locations, and the process is 

repeated. The first sessions are long and frequent. After two weeks, or so, the training is 

reduced to approximately once a week and later to once a month. At this time, the subject is 

proficient and only requires reinforcement.”

“When you say proficient,” David asked, “just what can a subject do, and how long is 

reinforcement required?”

“As of this time, David, Mr. Chang and myself are the only persons trained in this 

method; so any estimates are based on a very small sample. Charlie assimilated the data in 

six months; I required about a year. Our abilities are approximately the same. Now, as to what 

we can do...”
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